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Perspective….
What makes a
conversation

difficult??
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Perspective….

CONSIDER…..
What do you want from someone who
has to HAVE a difficult conversation
with you?
(i.e. doctor/parent/director/child’s principal)

Example
EXAMPLE:
A number of years ago, my mother needed to have surgery. Her condition was
not life-threatening; however, it was serious, and I wanted to make sure both
she and I were clear about the risks and benefits of the proposed surgery. I
remember accompanying her to the doctor, nervous and hopeful. The doctor
was terrific in walking us through the procedure, telling us what would
happen and what the benefits would be. I remember asking, with some
trepidation, “What are the risks?” Without batting an eye, the doctor looked at
me and said, “It’s a complicated part of the body—I could cut something I
shouldn’t.”
My first thought upon hearing this was: Gulp! Maybe we should find another
surgeon! If she is worried she could cut something she shouldn’t, perhaps we
should find someone more confident and careful. Wouldn’t that be
better? But within a few seconds, I realized my heart rate was dropping, and I
slowly began to feel a little better. This doctor knew the damage she could
inadvertently cause while trying to be helpful. On reflection,
this was exactly the kind of surgeon I wanted for my mom.

Example
considerations

1. Plan: you would want someone to be thoughtful and plan what they were
going to discuss with you, and understand the content.
2. Think about timing: you would want them to let you participate in the timing
so it works into your schedule
3. Talk about feelings: avoid shame (“you don’t respect me”) and use “I”
statements (“Can you see why I would find that hurtful?”)
4. Pace the conversation: you would not like someone to throw lots of info at
you, you would get overwhelmed and likely miss some of the information.
5. Listen: you would want the person to then listen to ensure you understand
correctly.
6. Stay calm: you would want someone delivering tough information to remain
calm
7. Take breaks: if the conversation stops being productive you would want the
option to take a break and try again after you’ve had the needed time for a
break.
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Why is initiating
and facilitating
still so hard????

What is your

ELEPHANT

in the room?

What makes a
difficult
conversation
successful ?

Communication
is about
Connection
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1.
2.

Tackle
YOUR ELEPHANT!

3.
4.
5.

Parallel Process

Top mistakes

Combat mentality
shows up
Over simplify the
problem
Not enough
respect
Let emotions get
the best of us
Over rehearse

AERIAL VIEW

1. Awareness of prejudicial bias
2. Methods matter
3. Framework
4. Avoid labeling “Resistant”

5. Avoid counter arguments

https://www.ted.com/talks/tamekia_mizla
di_smith_how_to_train_employees_to_
have_difficult_conversations?utm_campai
gn=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&ut
m_source=tedcomshare
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Wrap-up/Take aways
1. Difficult is a perception
2. Communication is about connection
3. Get out of your own way
4. See the conversations as the work
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